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Abstract

A program is underway at the University of Tasmania investigating ways to control biological growths in hydraulic conduits. The broad aim of this research is to minimise the effects of biological growths to optimize conduit performance and maintenance procedures, and increase the economic return from existing hydraulic infrastructure. This paper presents results from experiments carried out on a newly constructed re-circulating water tunnel purpose built to investigate the effect of freshwater biofilms in hydraulic conduits. A baseline study of boundary layer velocity profiles and total drag measurements of a specially prepared rough test plate has been conducted to determine the plate’s roughness characteristics. Experimental measurements from the water tunnel are complemented with three-dimensional physical roughness data obtained from innovative photogrammetric methods. The roughness data from the water tunnel and photogrammetry are compared and are shown to agree by within 20%.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The carrying capacity of hydraulic conduits is known to deteriorate over time due to the growth of biological material on internal surfaces. The friction and roughness effects of these growths on the flow are not well understood. Schultz (1999) found the equivalent sandgrain roughness height of biofilms to exceed the physical height. This problem of biological fouling (biofouling) can afflict most types of hydraulic conduits, be they for water supply (Brown 1903-1904; Minkus 1954), drainage (Bland et al. 1975; Perkins and Gardiner 1985) or hydro-electric power generation (Barton et al. 2004; Brett 1980; Picologlou et al. 1980; Pollard and House 1959).
A multi-faceted program is underway at the University of Tasmania investigating ways to control biofouling in hydraulic conduits and to conduct fundamental research on the roughness and friction characteristics of freshwater biofilms. Biofilms differ from standard engineering materials as they have complex topographies and visco-elastic properties. A multidisciplinary approach has been applied to the research program with aspects including paint trials to see which have an ability to prevent or minimise biological growth (not unlike anti-fouling paints used in the shipping industry, though more environmentally appropriate) using a variety of paint types in different flow conditions in both pipes and canals; field studies investigating the headloss of biofouled and cleaned conduits and determining the respective friction factors and equivalent sandgrain roughness for comparison; microbiological studies investigating biofilm communities, diversity and possible methods to control their development; an experimental laboratory program using a newly built water tunnel to investigate the friction and roughness characteristics of biofilms in a controlled way; and an innovative photogrammetry program using close range techniques to map the three-dimensional physical surface of biofilms.

This paper presents a baseline study of total drag measurements and boundary layer velocity profiles of a specially prepared test plate to determine the plate roughness characteristics. Experimental measurements from the water tunnel are compared to three-dimensional physical roughness data obtained from close range photogrammetric methods. The broad aim of this research is to determine, in the first instance, how well the measured three-dimensional roughness data (with fundamental data reduction) compares to the roughness effects measured in the water tunnel. Later in the research program test plates with biofilms at various states of maturity and hydraulic conditioning (i.e. grown in the field in predominantly high or low velocity regions) will be studied in this manner.

Results presented in this paper show that the methods used to determine the equivalent sandgrain roughness of the test plate with non-uniform sandgrain type roughness agree to within 20% with the photogrammetric data. These information and measurement techniques will enable optimization of conduit performance and maintenance, minimise the effects of biological growth and increase the economic return from existing hydraulic infrastructure.

2. WATER TUNNEL AND TEST PLATE SURFACE DETAILS

The water tunnel used to conduct the measurements for the present study is a newly constructed special purpose design. The detailed design and calibration of the water tunnel is the subject of a future paper. The water tunnel is a re-circulating design consisting of de-swirl sections upstream and downstream of the pump, cascading bends, a two stage diffusion, a honey comb and wire mesh flow conditioner and a two-dimensional contraction all to ensure a controlled and uniform flow within the working section. The water tunnel design was based on the principles of aeronautical wind tunnels whereby techniques can be used to determine shear forces and boundary layer information (see Bradshaw and Pankhurst 1964). Figure 1 shows dimensions of the working section and a general arrangement of the two-dimensional
contraction attached upstream of the working section. For the present study this is where all measurements were taken. Table 1 provides a summary of the water tunnel characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Water tunnel characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximum flow rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum working section velocity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensions of working section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typical plate Reynolds number range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working section material</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1 Working section details showing upstream two-dimensional contraction

The working section flow characteristics is designed to duplicate the wall friction range in full-scale field situations ranging from low velocity open channels to high pressure and velocity penstock pipelines. Using this information a test plate size of 997mm long and 597mm wide is used. The plate is made of 3mm thick stainless steel. The rough finish on the plate shown in Fig. 5b was artificially prepared using a base of special tar with allowed the bonding of horticultural propagating sand (ranging in diameter by approximately 0.5-3mm) uniformly across the surface. This finish provided good optical texture and colour, which was important for the photogrammetry, and provided similar likeness to the fine aggregate in aged concrete, typical of open channels in Tasmanian hydropower generation infrastructure.
3. INSTRUMENTATION

A force balance arrangement was used for the total drag measurements. The test plate is suspended from the lid of the working section by four precision machined stainless steel flexures. A MTI Weigh Systems single ended shear beam load cell (model MTI-4856-SB) is attached to the lid of the working section and linked by a load transfer rod to the acrylic backing of the test plate. The flexures ensure a one-dimensional transfer of force through the load transfer rod to the load cell, which is connected to a Mann Industries strain gauge transmitter and then computer for data acquisition using LabView software. This arrangement was calibrated in place in the water tunnel with low friction pulleys and known weights.

All pressure measurements were taken using a Validyne Engineering variable reluctance differential pressure transducer (model DP15). Static wall pressures were measured at upstream and downstream tappings on the contraction, \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \) respectively (see Fig. 1), and at the location of a Pitot probe at either plug 1, 2 or 3, \( p_{\text{plug}} \) (see Fig. 2). Total pressure for the boundary layer traverse was measured using a Pitot probe, \( p_{\text{Pitot}} \), at either plug 1, 2 or 3. The Pitot probe outside diameter was 1mm, with a 6mm stainless steel support held in place by a plug with a gland seal. Each pressure was measured in turn using a solenoid switching arrangement connected to one side of the differential pressure transducer. The contraction pressure, \( p_1 \), was used as the reference pressure.

Three holes (plug 1, 2 or 3) are located in the bottom of the working section to accommodate probes for measurement shown in Fig. 2. The center of the holes are located at distances of 115mm, 515mm and 885mm downstream of the leading edge of the test plate as shown in Fig. 1. The tip of the Pitot probe is 20mm upstream of the main stem of the probe support making the probe traverses 95mm, 495mm and 865mm downstream of the leading edge of the test plate. The probe was attached to a digital precision height gauge for accurate placement.

4. RESULTS FOR THE ROUGH TEST PLATE

There are many difficulties in directly measuring the shear stress with rough plates. This involves the need to determine the wall shear velocity, \( u^* \), indirectly as the use of a Preston tube, for example (see Patel 1965), is not feasible on a rough surface. Another issue is the wall origin, \( y_0 \). A wall origin error, \( \varepsilon \), often has to be introduced to create a virtual origin, \( y_0 + \varepsilon \), to accurately determine wall shear velocity. These issues are discussed by Perry et al. (1969) and Schultz (1998). Temperature effects are also a concern, as changes in Reynolds number for a small volume water tunnel with large pump, such as that used for this paper, are significant. It is preferable to monitor temperature and alter pump speed accordingly to conduct measurements at constant Reynolds number to avoid these problems.

4.1 TOTAL DRAG

Total drag measurements were conducted at intervals in pump speed and corresponding working section mean velocities. The measured contraction pressure differential was
calibrated to give the mean working section velocity. The total drag force on the test plate was measured as a voltage and acquired by computer using the LabView software. The voltage was then converted to a force (N) from previous calibrations.

In order to determine the total friction drag coefficient, \( C_D \), on the test plate, it is necessary to know the state of the boundary layer at the start of the test panel. For a smooth test plate (following the smooth wall working section upstream of the test plate) the drag coefficient can be determined using Eq. 1, where it is assumed that the virtual origin of the turbulent boundary layer starts at the inlet to the working section (end of the contraction). For the roughened test plate, the drag coefficient is different to the upstream section, and the boundary layer growth is discontinuous at the start of the test panel. For this arrangement an equivalent upstream length, \( l_{\text{equiv}} \), (shown as the dashed line in Fig. 2) is calculated based on the boundary layer thickness measured at plugs 1 and 2 and the upstream distance at the rough plate wall shear stress required to produce the measured boundary layer thickness at the plugs. Once this is determined, Eq. 1 can again be used to determine the average drag due to friction over the plate. This reduction of the data is necessary to account for the fact that the boundary layer already has some initial growth before the start of the test panel as outlined in Fig. 2. This correction is reflected in the adjusted coefficients of drag presented in the results for the total drag measurements in Fig. 3.

For a turbulent boundary layer the total drag force equals:

\[
\text{Drag}_{\text{plate}} = C_{D_2} \rho b l_2 \frac{U^2}{2} - C_{D_1} \rho b l_1 \frac{U^2}{2}
\]

Eq. 1

where for a rough plate

\[
C_D = \left( 1.89 + 1.62 \log \frac{l}{k} \right)^{-2.5}
\]

(see Schlichting 1979).
4.2 BOUNDARY LAYER TIME-MEAN VELOCITY PROFILES

The velocity profiles were measured at plug locations 1-3 along the test plate, and 105 mm upstream of the test panel on the smooth working section wall. The upstream boundary layer had a momentum thickness of 1.74mm indicating that the boundary layer development started near the start of the working section. The profile (shown in Fig. 4) indicates a fully developed turbulent boundary layer at this location.

Results for the velocity profiles over the roughened test panel are presented in Fig. 4. Note the velocity profiles displaying a log-law relationship near the boundary.

Fig. 3 Results for the total drag on the rough test plate

Fig. 4 Time-mean velocity profiles
Using Eq. 2, analysis was undertaken to determine the wall shear velocity, \( u^* \), so the equivalent sandgrain roughness \( k_s \), could be determined. Table 2 shows the results for determination of \( k_s \) for three mean flow velocities at plugs 1, 2 and 3.

\[
\frac{u}{u^*} = \frac{1}{\kappa} \ln \frac{y}{k_s} + B \quad \text{Eq. 2}
\]

where \( \kappa = 0.40 \), and \( B = 8.5 \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>( \bar{u} = 1 \text{m/s} )</th>
<th>( \bar{u} = 1.5 \text{m/s} )</th>
<th>( \bar{u} = 2 \text{m/s} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plug 1</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>2.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plug 2</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>2.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plug 3</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>2.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. ROUGHNESS CHARACTERISATION WITH CLOSE RANGE PHOTOGRAFMETRY

A photogrammetric method has been developed that provides localised measurement of surface roughness on test plates, that does not interfere with or damage the surface. This is particularly important for biofilms. The system is suitable for mapping surface roughness over an area of approximately 120mm by 80mm, with a sampling density (X and Y distances) of up to 0.2mm by 0.2mm. Estimated precision in both X and Y is 60 microns, and in Z (height) of 100 microns.

In order to measure biofilm accumulation, it is first necessary to map the surface topography of the clean test plate. Subsequent measurements of the biofilm are then compared with the clean plate. This demands a very high degree of repeatability. The camera rig has been fully calibrated and validated and has developed from the work by Osborn et al. (2005).

A sample area of surface roughness of the kind on the test plate used for water tunnel measurements is shown in Fig. 5a. Although not in the exact location, this is the same surface shown in Fig. 5b.

Fig. 5 Digital image of sample area (a), and the artificial surface on the test plate (b)
Five profiles have been selected from the sample area shown in Fig. 5a for further analysis. These are taken at \( Y = 20, 40, 60, 80 \) and \( 100 \)mm, with examples shown in Fig. 6a, b, and c respectively at \( Y = 20, 60 \) and \( 100 \)mm. These Figures are presented plotted about their mean. Fig. 6d is the surface profile at \( Y = 100 \)mm showing the data positively transformed. Table 3 shows the results for each of the sample profiles and also the total sample area where applicable.

### Table 3. Roughness parameters for rough plate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Roughness Parameters (mm)</th>
<th>Statistical moments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( Ra )</td>
<td>( Rq )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Sample Area</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Y=20)mm</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Y=40)mm</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Y=60)mm</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Y=80)mm</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Y=100)mm</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analysis was undertaken according to Whitehouse (2002) and Table 4 defines the terms used.

### Table 4. Definition of roughness parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Roughness parameters</th>
<th>Statistical moments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( Rq ) = root mean square (RMS)</td>
<td>( 1st ) (mean) = arithmetic mean or average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Ra ) = mean of magnitude of deviation of profile from mean line</td>
<td>( 2nd ) (variance) = a measure of dispersion among the sample population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Rv ) = maximum depth of profile below mean line of sample length</td>
<td>( 3rd ) (skewness) = a measure of symmetry of the profile about the mean line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Rp ) = maximum height of profile above mean line of sample length</td>
<td>( 4th ) (kurtosis) = a measure of sharpness or flatness of profile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Rt ) = maximum peak to valley height of profile of sample length</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 6](image1.png)  
Sample profiles for \( Y = 20, 60 \) and \( 100 \)mm, with further analysis shown for profile at \( Y = 100 \)mm
A specialist operator is required to obtain the roughness data from any sample test surface. The turn around time for each sample is relatively quick, with the sample required only for a short time to take the stereo-photographs. This is useful for measurement of biofilms, which need to be kept wet out of water and to have minimum handling to remain viable.

6. FURTHER TUNNEL CAPABILITIES AND RESEARCH DIRECTION

Results described in this paper are for a clean rough test plate. A study program is already underway which involves the investigation of the effect of biofilms and biofouling in general on the efficiency of hydraulic conduits. Current studies are directed towards freshwater biofilms and their roughness and friction characteristics at various stages of growth by using test plates with biofilms grown in the field.

Also being investigated is the hydraulic performance of paints as an option to refurbish conduits, and looking at their potential to minimise biological growths. In addition to time-mean velocity profiles with Pitot probes and total drag measurements with the force balance rig, multi hole and hot film probes will be used for three-dimensional velocity and turbulence measurement.

This paper has provided a general overview of the biofouling research program underway at the University of Tasmania, and given results for a baseline study involving a newly built water tunnel. The water tunnel design and calibration and also further details of the data reduction method will be the subject of future more specialised papers.

7. SUMMARY OF RESULTS

A summary of the average equivalent sandgrain roughness $k_s$ is provided in Table 5. This shows a comparison of the various methods used to obtain the roughness information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total Drag</th>
<th>Velocity Profiles</th>
<th>Photogrammetry (from Rt)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average $k_s$ (mm)</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>1.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8. DISCUSSIONS

A new capability now exists to measure roughness, friction and boundary layer characteristics of surfaces with complex roughness. This will be particularly useful for the characterisation of the friction effects due to biofilms in freshwater hydraulic conduits.

Results show that the equivalent sandgrain roughness determined by the total friction drag and time-mean velocity boundary layer measurements is comparable to the photogrammetric roughness data, with results agreeing within 20% (see Table 5). This is encouraging, as although not a completely uniform roughness as used by Nikuradse (1933), the artificially rough plate is still a sandgrain type surface. In reality, the expected sandgrain roughness values are dependent on shape factors as well as the distribution of roughness elements. This
is reflected in the variable uniformity of the roughness elements shown in the photogrammetry data where Rt (also the grain diameter) ranged from 1.59mm for a sample profile, to 3.25mm for the total sample area. The results validate the measurement techniques described generally this paper.

An overview of a larger research program on biofouling involving field studies, paint trials, microbiological studies together with the experimental water tunnel measurements and close range photogrammetric surface mapping of roughness has also been introduced. Each aspect of the research program compliments another, and will be important to develop the necessary holistic approach to create solutions to the biofouling problem.

9. CONCLUSIONS

A new water tunnel, analogous to boundary layer wind tunnel facilities, has been successfully used to measure the total drag and time-mean velocity boundary layer for a rough plate. Innovative photogrammetric methods have been used to measure the three-dimensional physical roughness of the test plate surface. This has proven to be an effective technique for studying the roughness and compares well to the experimental water tunnel measurements.

The path is now set for further studies on the effect of biofilms in hydraulic conduits. The combination of water tunnel measurements and the photogrammetry physical roughness data provides a flexible approach to determining the skin friction characteristics of test plates on which biofilms will grow.
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